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lst Verse
N.C.(A)

don't know- how to Go a-bout
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Jimi Hendrix
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2nd Verse

when it 's,_

bend



Mu mu - sic,

Oo, ow!-
(Drum fill)
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Steady gliss.

with 3rd fin.) As the bend on the G stg. is
released the D stg. is bent approx. 1'É step.

(Cough)

do,
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Feed back Let ring
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full fullllLr2 n
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stg. ,  l7fr . )  is  bent wi th 3rd f inger, **D note (5th stg. 17fr.) is also caught
w/3fd finger (G, D and A stgs are all frettedwhich also catches G (4th stg. l7fr.) under it bending

it approx % step. This pitch is sounded by "feeding-back"
and is not picked.
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grad. bendLet ring
full
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Steady gliss.
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giad bend

full

full
Let ring

full full
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Fdbk. pitch:C



3rd Yerse
N'c'(A)

turn my self off_ and uh,

.i--r (A)

Go on- down.-think I'11

round - uh,huh!
/\ /\^ /\ ,/\

Your- kind-a scene.-

full full--.. ' full full
/\./vv\l 
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sic, sweet

fullfull
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(Drum fill)
full (Drum fill)

(Drum fill)
full

MM\,/WM (Drum fill)

(Drum fill)



(Drum fill)

oo' oo.

Hold bend 1 Hold bend

/\^ /1'^^/\^,.v\ /\/VVV\ fUll

Hold bend
full

Fade out
(Tonsueclicks) | | | |
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(poco accel.)-

togqle switch between neck &

pickups, sounding feed back pitch at

soecified rhl rhm.

Hmm.hmm.hmm,

Feedback pitch:


